Abstract-Index is very important for judging project implementation status or analyzes some problems in the process of engineering project management. The present method to determine index is mainly a professional empirical method and cannot fully meet the requirement of engineering project management. For the purpose of putting forward a scientific method, the paper first analyzes the path that how to obtain effective index based on diagnosis method of medicine and mechanical engineering. Moreover, with the guidance of rough set theory, a model to obtain characteristics and its parameters of problem phenomena is provided. According to the homeomorphous nature between index and parameter, the formula of their mapping relationships has been given. The results of this research are valuable theoretically and practically.
INTRODUCTION
During research on the actuality of china construction engineering management, a lot of problem phenomena in construction engineering projects had been gained through investigation. After analyze these problem phenomena, it can be known that these problem phenomenon can be divided into 22 categories 260 subcategories, which are 4 categories and 22 subcategories in decision-making stage, 6 categories and 65 subcategories in arranged stage, 7 categories and 144 subcategories in construction stage and 5 categories 29 subcategories in conclusion stage. Because these problems always bring some disadvantages to projects such as quality decline, schedule delay, cost increase, safety accidents or environments pollution, and sometimes even make engineering projects into an abnormal statue, how to find these problems in time in construction project management and solve them efficiently is paid more and more attention by project managers.
II. INTRODUCTION OF OTHER SCIENCE DIAGNOSIS THOUGHT
For solving these problems, lots of studies have been carried out, and some achievements have been gained. However, the methods put forward in these achievements cannot still solve above problems in practice efficiently, especially in how to find problems in time in the process of engineering implementation. Although there are many reasons, one of the main reasons is that these indexes to analyze problems have not been pertinence. An obvious behavior in these achievements is that different researchers often used different indexes to analyze a same problem in same condition and draw different result [1] . Obviously, this kind of mode to analyze and treat with engineering problems is disadvantage to improve engineering project management level.
In fact, as early as the late 1970s, the similar problems had also been appeared in the field of medicine and mechanical engineering. In order to put forward a kind of efficient method to solve practical problems, many researchers in the field of medicine and mechanical engineering analyzed a large amount of medical morbidity phenomena or mechanical failures, and put forward the medical or mechanical diagnosis method. Then, they tested it in practice and diagnose many problems in bodies or running equipment. Finally, it is proved by a large amount of practice examples that the efficient method to find problem is just to use some indexes that tightly correlate with corresponding problems refining some very valuable information which can reflect real actuality of problems. Seeing from the angle of science, the analysis of problems in engineering projects is very similar with the problem diagnosis in medicine and machine. Meanwhile, the similar system theory also points out that the method to solve problems is very similar when the management function and unit construction of research object are similar [2] . Thus, the diagnosis thought and method of medicine and mechanical engineering just provide a new idea for us to analyze problems in engineering projects.
III. CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSES OF PROBLEM PHENOMENA
It According to the medicine and mechanical diagnosis theory, if project managers want to find problems in engineering implementation efficiently, diagnosis indexes corresponding with problems phenomena must be gained. Because these diagnosis indexes should be determined by their corresponding characteristics parameters, while these parameters should be gained from their corresponding characteristics, so, firstly, the most important work is how to gain these characteristics and their parameters of problem phenomena.
The set theory thinks that analysis of problems characteristic and parameter is just a mapping process that makes some propositions which are able to reflect the research object's information characteristics focus on a new variable. Because the mapping process includes combination of similar terms and many dimensions contrast of characteristic and phenomena, the process will be a transformation of decreasing dimension from high dimension space to low dimension space.
For the transformation of decreasing dimension, now, there are many methods like fuzzy clustering, BP neural network or principal component analysis, but many research achievements have proved that these methods have stronger disturbance and fuzzy ascription for engineering problems [3] . However, rough set theory can express the core of problem characteristics by information reduction and set equivalence for the transformation problem [4] , and also eliminate subjective disturbance during analyzing problems [5] , so, the rough set theory can just be used to the analysis of problem's characteristic and parameter.
In information reduction, the rough set theory points out that information redundancy f in problem phenomena can be eliminated by reduction relationship F . If express it by mathematical formula, that is
After reducing redundancy, all irreducible relation sets just become the core of F . If all problem phenomena t x in set S can be distributed into sets { } GX , here, G delegates four stages of engineering project,
is the subcategory of every stage , then,
. Where, t is the subcategory amount of problem phenomena. Meanwhile, it can be known according to the theory of rough set, if let A be characteristic set of all problem phenomena t x , let B be parameter set, C is a knowledge reduction of { } GX , then,
It can be seen from the analysis results that the cores of characters and parameters of problem phenomena can be gained by information reduction. Because this analysis process is able to be used for analysis of all problem phenomena, a model to gain characteristics and parameters of problem phenomena can be set up, that is,
Thus, when analyzing some problem phenomena, all characteristics and their parameters corresponding with problem phenomena in engineering project can be gained by the model after making every research object transform into corresponding characteristic symbol.
IV. THE METHOD TO EXTRACT INDEX
The set theory points out that index are homeomorphous with parameter [6] . If index is a set D , parameter is a set B , they must have same set potential and mapping relationships. So, it can be known from above theoretical analysis results of characteristics and parameters, parameters and indexes must exist following homeomorphous relationships. That is,
Obviously, the illation result shows that diagnosis indexes corresponding with parameters can be extracted if these problem phenomena's characteristics and their corresponding parameters have been gained in advance. However, it can also be known from the analysis process that lots of knowledge logic is needed in the analysis process. This means researchers must know well their professional knowledge, but also have
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abundant practical experiences. This is because the gaining of problem character mainly depends on theoretical description based on experience, while the gaining of characteristic parameter mainly depends on theoretical illation based on knowledge logic. Based on which, let characteristic parameters corresponding with problems transform into corresponding characteristic symbols, the corresponding indexes with these characteristic parameters can be extracted by above method. Now, take engineering quality problems in Tab.1 as an example, their indexes extracted by the above method are shown as following Tab.2. Of course, if there are many indexes when analyzing a research object, in order to manage and use indexes conveniently, they should be endued with corresponding codes according to the universal coding rule. V. CONCLUSIONS For the problem that how to extract indexes scientifically, the research result shows rough set theory is a better and useable tool. Rough set theory not only can describe the research object's characteristics, but also the research object's parameters corresponding with their characteristics can also be gained. If make these parameters transform into corresponding characteristic symbols, then, the cores of characters and parameters of research objects can also be gained by information reduction. Based on which, indexes corresponding with parameters can just be extracted by the index models. So, rough set theory is an effective method to solve the problem.
The more important of all is that the method of index extraction only connects with known information, and the index extracting process must be carried out on the guidance of knowledge logic and mathematic illation. This means the method can eliminate individual subjectivity disturbance in the process of index extraction. Because the research result can also be used by other researchers analyzing how to gain research object's characteristics and their parameters, and how to extract their corresponding indexes in other fields, therefore, the research result has a very high value in theory and practice.
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